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A Referee Report of “The Economic Value of Groundwater in Obama”
After giving extensive background into Obama city and its water sources, this manuscript reports the result of survey
ntended to elicit residents’ value for water and then sets up an economic framework for valuing water and the information
hat is needed. The paper presents a lot of useful information and brings standard economic theories into focus for water
esource managers. However, in its current state, I do not think it is quite ready for publication. As such, I recommend that
he paper be revised and resubmitted.
The principal issue with the paper is that it is too fragmented. The survey section of the paper and the dynamic opti-
ization framework are set up as completely different approaches that do not really speak to one another. The authors have
any options for how to integrate them better, and I will list a couple here.
Option one: the authors could take their dynamic optimization framework and try to see if the survey could be used
s a proxy for some variables that might otherwise be hard to measure or circumvent the need for them entirely. Option
wo: the survey results could be used as the primary method for eliciting value with the dynamic optimization problem
upplementing it. This approach would require paring down the optimization framework so that it focused on what the
urvey was lacking. Option three: Use the survey as a justiﬁcation for why a different model (the optimization model) is
eeded to properly evaluate the groundwater. I believe that this is the option that the authors were intending, but it should
e a lot clearer. Furthermore, if preliminary estimates for any aspect of the value of the groundwater can be estimated from
he scientiﬁc data in table 1, it can potentially highlight just how little the residents understand about the value of the
roundwater.
The second principal concern is the following. The authors currently tout the dynamic optimization framework as the
rue way to assess the value of the groundwater. However, there are some variables that do not have current measurement
nd I am left uncertain whether or not these measurements are even possible to get in the near future. If they are possible
o get, it would be nice to reassure the reader that they can be obtained. If not, the authors should make the argument why
heir methodology is still useful if it requires information that will not be available for some time.
Minor comments to follow:
. The introductionwasdesignedmore as abackground information section. Iwouldhaveappreciatedabitmore explanation
for the purpose of your paper and its motivation. Had I not read the abstract, I would have no idea what the purpose of
the paper was.
. Figure 2 illustrates the “population served” by the Kitagawa River basin. I would appreciate the deﬁnition of “population
served”. Does it include only residents or also the tourists? Is it averaged per day?
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3. In the survey design, the authors mention that there were 184 responses, but they never indicate how many were sent.
It is important to know the relative reply rate to get a better sense of how representative the survey might be.
4. On page 6, the authors report that “residents are willing to pay JPY177 and JPY 388 per month in additional taxes . . .” but
do not specify how these numbers were calculated. Is this a simple average of the 184 responses or were they adjusted
in any way to better reﬂect the true demographics of the region?
5. In theDynamicOptimization Framework, the authors use theboth L andSGD to refer to submarine groundwater discharge.
It might be useful to always refer to it as SGD even in the equations.
6. At least in my printing, all of the ff’s, ﬁ’s and ti’s are missing from Figure 6.
7. Not once in the manuscript did the authors include the phrase, “Thanks, Obama.” [joke]Anonymous
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